
How the virtual event platform works for  

Active Speakers, Presenters or Exhibitors   

&  

Viewers or Attendee  

The concept of virtual event is to integrate in digital platform of few active speakers, presenters, exhibitors 

connect to many viewers or attendees in a open or a close event with few engagement tools to interact and 

respond to the ongoing activity of live session or pre recoded media as per event agenda or show flow 

designed for that event.  

Viewer joining process of virtual event 

VIEWER for a any virtual event there will be a web URL, viewer will click the URL to enter from any web 

browser (preferred chrome) to the event venue designed as per required branding and customized creatives to 

navigate event lobby, auditorium, breakour rooms, exhibition zone, entertainment zone as a viewer. The 

event can view in laptop, desktop, mobile & tablets also.  

VIEWER ENGAGEMENT as a viewer they can use few engagement tools in platform subject to integration done 

for that event in defined virtual venue as per client requirement like ask a question (moderated), chat, 

whatsapp, Polling, Quiz, Feedback, Virtual photo booth, Applause, online games, History view, Video on 

demand, PDF download and many more.    

Event Type for viewer to join virtual event   

OPEN EVENT to join the virtual event as viewer without any signe-up process to log in. For any open event the 

registration of participants can be done from event landing page for database purpose. In open event analytics 

will be only count of viewers number can not identify any viewers detail.  

CLOSE EVENT the other is option of joining as a viewer is as a register user only (registration can be done from 

event landing page). Viewer can enter the event with a log in process which can be with his or her mail id as 

given in registration detail or event code as sent by organisor during invitation, in this case without being as a 

registered person or an invitee by organisor for the event can not join the event in a secured environment. In 

close event analytics will define each viewers detail joined the event.  

Active speakers, presenters or exhibitors  joining process in virtual event   

ACTIVE SPEAKER these are people joining the event with a defined speaker URL of a (VC) virtual remote video 

calling platform  (not from the viewer event URL). The VC which can be ZOOM, Stryamyard, V-Mix call, MS 

Team, Webex. Speaker will be on stage live at any point of time during the event as per agenda or show flow. 

The production team in studio will integrate their live feed to stage for viewers or attendee to see them live in 

the event URL. The active speaker can showcase any PPT or video during the show for viewers. The active 

speakers can interact with viewers only from moderated Q&A, quiz or polling managed by the organizer or 

production team.  

EXHIBITOR In a expo based virtual event any expo booth representative can interact with the event viewer or 

attendee by chat, WhatsApp, video calling. There are features in platform where any viewer can see the video 

on demand of the exhibitor booth besides download any PDF documents. There are option to connect social 

link and website in exhibitors booth. Booth can feature few engagement option for attendee to encourage the 

booth visit by some quiz contest or lucky draw option to offer some gift coupon.   

 

   


